Abstract: Transportation projects are generally large, with limited resources and highly interdependent activities. The complexities and interdependencies apparent in large transportation projects have prohibited effective application of management science and economics methods to these problems. We propose a heuristic method with several hybrid components. We formulate the problem as a Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP). A Neural Network (NN) is used to cope with the interdependency concerns. An algorithm with an iterative process is confined to search for the longest path (most benefit or most reduction in the user-time) in the NN as a solution to the TSP. The solution from each iteration step is utilised to update and train the NN and enhance its prediction. A search engine inspired by the concept of Ant Colony (AC) and hybridised with Genetic Algorithm (GA) is developed to find a suitable solution to the TSP. The hybrid heuristic method proposed in this study is applied to the real data for the city of Winnipeg in Canada to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed framework and exhibit the efficacy of the procedures and algorithms.
Introduction
An efficient transportation system is a prerequisite for economic growth and development (Adler, 1987) . A transportation system is a highly complex infrastructure with a wide array of interdependent activities. When confronted by the range of transportation infrastructure projects, organisations struggle to identify those most appropriate to their needs. Tsamboulas (2007) argues that a coherent, well-structured and flexible method is needed to evaluate transportation infrastructure projects. The review of literature provides a wide range of methods used to evaluate transportation infrastructure projects with contradictory criteria such as minimising construction costs and environmental impacts (Giorgi and Tandon, 2002; Hartgen and Neuman, 2002; Iniestra and Gutiérrez, 2009; Leleur, 1995; Little and Mirlees, 1994; Mackie and Preston, 1998; Sinha and Zongzhi, 2004; Tsamboulas, 2007; Tsamboulas et al., 1999) . We present an efficient hybrid heuristic method for managing large transportation projects with interdependent activities. We formulate a large transportation project as a TSP and propose a heuristic method with several hybrid components. A NN is used to cope with the interdependency concerns and a search engine inspired by the concept of Ant Colony (AC) is developed to find a suitable solution to the TSP.
Due to increase in travel demand, providing new civil transportation facilities alongside demand management policies is inevitable. In this study, we address the prioritisation of the road construction projects involving capacity expansion and new road construction activities. This study is motivated by the need to manage the budget and completion time for five simultaneous road construction projects undertaken by the municipal government of a notoriously congested city in the Middle East. While the overall goal in this study was to identify a construction priority plan regardless of construction time variation, the proposed framework is also applicable to emergency situations such as natural disastrous, military or terrorist attack where the damaged transportation network has to be repaired in a shortest period of time possible. In emergency management situations, there are no concerns for variation of travel demand since some temporarily and quick-to-build projects are initiated to alleviate the immediate concerns.
Generally, the customers in a transportation system are the commuters (referred to as users hereafter) and the PPPs impact the traffic flow. Therefore, the prioritisation benefits can be represented with users' cost saving represented by an overall measure representing a variety of factors such as travel time, safety and pollution. Without losing generality of discussion for simplicity, we refer to this measure as travel time. Obviously, the users in a transportation network choose paths of links (roads) with least travel time. To identify travel time on each road and thus on the shortest path, each road is associated with a non-decreasing congestion function of traffic flow. The traffic assignment modules in transportation networks yield an equilibrium traffic flow across the network wherein every user chooses shortest path and nobody can make a shortcut unilaterally. As such, the desired path to a user is highly sensitive even to tiny changes in the road network especially in a congested area. Therefore, the network-wide benefits for solutions involving road expansion (adding more traffic lanes) and new road construction are highly interdependent. Different project combinations generally yield different traffic flows. Therefore, as the number of projects increases, determining the benefits associated with different project combinations becomes more and more difficult making traditional evaluation methods such as cost benefit analysis impractical.
The PPP may be considered as a general Network Design Problem (NDP) known as a bi-level optimisation problem (Yang and Bell, 1998 ). An NDP has two layers: traffic flow prediction (traffic assignment) and selecting best combination of the candidate projects with respect to some budget constraints. A third layer may define the priority of the best selected projects in the preceding level. Earlier studies have ignored the interdependency among the transportation projects. Nemhauser and Ullmann (1969) have defined project interdependency as a pair-wise interaction using a dynamic programming model. Gear and Cowie (1980) and Fox et al. (1984) proposed an extension of the Nemhauser and Ullmann's (1969) model to higher-order interactions. Weingartner (1966) , Cochran et al. (1971) and Johnson et al. (1985) used integer programming to model projects with interdependent activities. In general, these procedures are applicable to problems with a relatively small number of projects and simple or easy to define interdependencies (Sandhu, 2006) . Janson et al. (1991) proposed a heuristic approach and a trip distribution model. Although their methodology could generate good solutions for simple networks, the applicability of their procedure for complex networks remains to be investigated. Jong and Schonfeld (2001) used a GA method and evaluated project interactions by adapting a simple approximation model estimated from simulation results, but with lower precision than a simulation model. Tao and Schonfeld (2006) developed an island model (a variations of GA), while relying on equilibrium traffic assignment model to evaluate the impacts of transportation projects. They studied a network with eight nodes but they neither discussed the efficiency of their algorithm nor mentioned the goodness of their solution. Tao and Schonfeld (2007) emulated the stochastic nature of the transportation systems. While their proposed formulation was simple and intuitive, they did not take into consideration the calibration of their model and the efficiency of their methodology to real world problems remain to be seen. In summary:
• The large transportation projects with interdependent activities are difficult to manage.
• The earlier heuristic methods proposed in the literature were either customised to some specific cases or were not applicable to real-world problems. At best, they indirectly addressed the interdependency concern among the projects.
• The current methods directly take the interdependency concern into account where a traffic assignment model is inevitable. In these methods, heuristic methods proposed do not tackle large real world problems. Qiang and Nagurney, 2008; Sheffi, 2005) . The focus of these studies is avoiding the high-ranked roads affected by special circumstances (i.e., emergency activities, natural disaster). Such ranking is established according to some characteristics used to determine the network vulnerabilities. These methods cannot be used in problems involving project combinations and/or interdependencies. In this study, we propose a heuristic approach to solve real world PPPs as an exact method is not available due to computational hurdles. We consider the tradeoff between a good solution for a real-world problem and an exact solution for an out-of-this world problem. We formulate the problem as a TSP since any priority plan maps a trip through the projects (as the cities must be visited once in TSP). We also build an NN to cope with the interdependency among the projects. An iterative process is used to determine the Priority-Plan Scenario (PPS) of the TSP in each iteration. The PPS is analysed to improve the solution in the next iteration. A total benefit for each PPS is using traffic assignment modules. The assignment results are further used to update and train the NN to enhance its prediction power. The PPSs are encoded with GA. Finally, we hybridise a search engine (inspired by the concept of AC) with GA to determine the PPS solution to the TSP.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review the literature on TSP, GA, AC and NN. In Section 3, we define the mathematical formulation and the methodological foundations of the PPPs. In Section 4, we present the details of our proposed algorithms. In Section 5, we present a numerical example to exhibit the efficacy of the procedures and algorithms. The conclusions and future research directions are discussed in Section 6.
Literature review
The TSP is a non-deterministic polynomial-time complete (NP-complete) problem where the goal is to find a complete route with a minimal cost (Lawler et al., 1985) . Several optimisation methods have been developed to solve the TSPs (Adachi and Yoshida, 1995; Baraglia et al., 2001; Chien and Chen, 2009; Ellabib et al., 2007; Fiechter, 1994; Freisleben and Merz, 1996; Hopfield and Tank, 1985a; Kirkpatrick et al., 1983; Liu and Zeng, 2009; Martin and Otto, 1996; Naimi and Taherinejad, 2009; Saadatmand-Tarzjan et al., 2007; Xie and Liu, 2009; Yi et al., 2008) . Kirkpatrick et al. (1983) proposed a simulated annealing method to solve the TSP by simulating the annealing action in metallurgy. Martin and Otto (1996) used the simulated annealing in conjunction with the local heuristics to solve the TSP. Fiechter (1994) proposed a tabu searching method with a parallelised mechanism to solve the TSP. Tank (1985a, 1985b) proposed an NN method to solve the TSP by mimicking the properties of biological neurons. Saadatmand-Tarzjan et al. (2007) introduced a novel constructive-optimiser NN and Yi et al. (2008) proposed a fast elastic NN method for solving the TSPs. Adachi and Yoshida (1995) proposed the concept of protected chromosomes to reduce the searching space and speed up the processing time of GA for solving the TSP. GA, capable of searching the domain space globally, has been widely used to solve large-scale combinational optimisation problems. The GA can produce good results as long as the fitness function is determined. Freisleben and Merz (1996) proposed a hybrid method combining the GA and local search heuristics to find a near-optimum solution for TSPs. Baraglia et al. (2001) proposed a hybrid heuristic GA and Liu and Zeng (2009) proposed a GA method with reinforcement learning to solve the TSPs. Ellabib et al. (2007) proposed a method with exchange strategies for multiple AC systems to solve the TSP. Naimi and Taherinejad (2009) proposed an AC algorithm using a local updating process. Chien and Chen (2009) introduced a parallelised genetic AC method and Xie and Liu (2009) proposed a multi-agent optimisation method for solving the TSPs.
AC optimisation is the most popular method for solving the TSPs. AC optimisation is a cooperative population-based searching algorithm inspired by the foraging behaviour of real ants. When real ants leave their nests to search for food, they form a route based on the quantities of the pheromone on each edge they pass through. Each ant deposits the pheromone on each travelled edge such that the pheromone level of the travelled edges is increased and the pheromone level on the unvisited edges is decayed. The other ants search their own routes according to their experiences based on the pheromone levels deposited on the edges that they choose to travel. Edges with higher pheromone levels are more attractive to the ants. As more ants pass through an edge, more pheromones are deposited on an edge. This searching procedure is used in AC optimisation to solve TSPs.
The original algorithm of AC, known as the ant system, was proposed by Dorigo (1992) to solve the TSP. Several algorithms have been developed based on the idea of updating the pheromone information to search the shortest route including the AC system (Dorigo and Gambardella, 1997a, 1997b) , the attribute-based ant system (Yang and Wu, 2009) , the multi-objective AC system (Yagmahan and Yenisey, 2010) , the MAX-MIN ant system (Ning et al., 2010; Hoos, 1996, 2000) , the rank-based ant systems (Bullnheimer et al., 1997) and KCC-and ELU-Ants (Naimi and Taherinejad, 2009) .
GAs are metaheuristics inspired by the efficiency of natural selection in biological evolution. GA has been widely used to solve a wide range of combinatorial optimisation problems (Lin and Gen, 2008; Man et al., 1999; Winter et al., 1995; Wright et al., 2005; Zalzala and Fleming, 1997) . Unlike traditional heuristics (and some metaheuristics like tabu search) where a single solution is generated and further improved, GAs perform comparatively little work on a large number of solutions called the population. Each member of the population (referred to as a chromosome) is an encoded version of a solution. The goal of encoding is to translate a solution into a string of genes that make up the chromosome, similar to biological genetics. Each iteration step in a GA consists of several operators that form a new generation of solutions from the old one. The new solution is designed to preserve the genetic material of the better solutions.
The most common GA operators are reproduction, crossover and mutation (Balamurugan et al., 2006; Noorul Haq and Kannan, 2006; Raj and Shahabudeen, 2006) . In reproduction, the best solutions are copied from the previous generation into the next generation while preserving the very high-quality solutions. In crossover, two randomly chosen parents produce one or more offspring with some combination of the parents' genes. Crossover is performed in a deterministic manner (where genes appearing before a predetermined cutoff point comes from one parent and genes appearing after the cutoff point come from the other parent) or in a random manner (where genes come from one parent with a certain probability). In mutation, a few genes are randomly changed based on the evolutionary concept that random genetic mutations may produce superior offspring.
Several hybrid GA methods have been proposed for solving scheduling problems. In general, GA, hybridised with a local search scheme, acts as a global search scheme to enhance both diversification and intensification (Reeves, 1994) . Gonazelez et al. (1995) hybridised the GA with three problem-oriented operators based on the heuristics developed by Gupta (1971) , Palmer (1965) and Rajendran (1994) . Park (2001) and Reeves (1995) embedded a greedy local optimisation algorithm in a hybrid GA to solve vehicle scheduling problems. Liaw (2000) hybridised the GA with the tabu search to solve the open shop scheduling problems. Gonçalves et al. (2005) hybridised GA the critical path method to solve job shop scheduling problems. Valls et al. (2008) proposed a hybrid GA to solve the resource-constrained project scheduling problems. Hopfield and Tank (1985b) introduced the idea of using NN to solve non-deterministic polynomial-time hard (NP-hard) optimisation problems. Aiyer et al. (1990) introduced a subspace approach by using a single term to represent all constraints into an energy function. Peng et al. (1996) and Andresol et al. (1999) have improved the local optima of the Hopfield and Tank (1985b) in small-sized TSPs. However, it is computationally more expensive and difficult to find feasible solutions in large-sized and make the Hopfield and Tank (1985b) network comparable with meta-heuristics (Osman and Laporte, 1996) .
Another promising NN approach for routing problems is based on the Kohonen's Self-Organising (Feature) Maps (SOFM) (Kohonen, 1982 (Kohonen, , 1995 where an unsupervised NN simply inspects the input patterns of arbitrary dimensions for regularities and patterns and converts them into the responses of a one-or two-dimensional array of neurons. Learning is achieved through adaptation of the weights connecting the input pattern to the array on neurons. Durbin and Willshaw (1987) introduced deterministic elastic networks with no energy function and a series of nodes lying on an artificial 'elastic band' for solving the TSPs. The nodes are moved in the Euclidean space to minimise an energy function by stretching the elastic band. Fort (1988) introduced the applications of the SOFM to the TSPs by incorporating stochasticities and mapping one-dimensional circular array of neurons onto the TSP cities in such a way that two neighbouring points on the array are also neighbours in distance. Other researchers have combined features of both elastic network and SOFM to derive better algorithms for solving TSPs (Angeniol et al., 1988; Aras et al., 1999; Burke, 1994; Ghaziri and Osman, 2003; Vakhutinsky and Golden, 1995) .
Project prioritisation problem

Mathematical formulation
Consider a road network and a set of road constructions projects. The overall goal is to develop a PPS and maximise the overall benefits. A PPS is a string of integer and sequential numbers assigned to projects to indicate their priority on the construction list. In this model, we do not consider the construction time or the travel demand variations associated with the projects. The travel demand is assumed as a fixed and exogenous parameter. The total benefits is defined in terms of the reduction in the users' travel time compared to the 'do nothing' (no new project) scenario. The total benefits for each PPS is defined as the total sequential benefits of constructing the projects according to their priorities. Figure 1 (a) demonstrates the process of implementing three different PPSs in which the cumulative benefits of sequential construction of four projects (coloured by green, blue and red) are shown. The horizontal axis shows the process of adding a new project to each stage (or layer) denoted by 1 4 … on the construction list on the basis of their priority.
As Figure 1 (a) depicts, the area under the curve for each scenario is the total benefits of the respective scenario. As shown, in this figure, at stage 2 of the red scenario, despite adding a new street, the overall benefits topple. This (seemingly) counter-intuitive result is known as Braess paradox (Sheffi, 1985) in the transportation literature. Let us denote:
The road network, a directed graph with V set of vertices or nodes or junctions and E set of edges or arcs or links or roads. Each edges is denoted by ( , )
The set of construction projects to be prioritised ( ). Y E ⊂ Y can represent new road construction projects as well as lane increasing (road widening) projects. For the road widening case, assuming that a road represented by ( , ) i j Y E ∈ ⊂ already exists, in order not to violate directness requirement of the network in graph theory, the concerned arc ( , ) i j can be split to ( The total travel time incurred by users ( ) X T is calculated as: ( , ) . ( ).
We use User Equilibrium (UE) traffic flow, the most widely recognised traffic flow model in transportation, to ensure that users choose their shortest path and no one unilaterally can make a shortcut. This is also called Nash equilibrium flow (Nash, 1951) . Based on the adopted definition of the benefit for each priority scenario under the condition of a UE traffic flow, the PPP may be written as follows:
, 1, 2,...,
, ( , ) 
Similar to the notation used in Figure 1 (a), each stage or layer of adding a new road is denoted by and the number assigned to which ( 1, 2,..., ) n = indicates how many new roads contributed to the initial network (the original network with no new project). Therefore, denotes the corresponding networks. In equation (2.1), the objective function is computed as the area under curve in Figure 1( ( 0).
The remaining constraints, equations (2.9)-(2.13), enforce a regular UE flow on the network of (see Sheffi (1985) for further discussion).
The above formulation is a mixed integer nonlinear mathematical programming, which in essences is highly intractable. The main advantage of the above formulation is to have all the components of the problem including the sequential nature of adding new project one by one, integrated into a 'uni-level' mathematical programming model.
Methodological foundations
The NN have demonstrated to be a good tool to characterise and model complex systems in which the behaviour of the system is not known and there is no adequate alternative. They can be categorised as nonlinear regression model with high degree of freedom (Haykin, 1999) . Facing the complexity of projects' interdependency in PPP along with no prior knowledge of the impacts of different priority plans in the absence of any other alternative were the main motivations to utilise the NN in this study. Figure 1 graphically outlines a priority plan consist of four projects in which at each move denoted by on the basis of the priority plan, one project is constructed and added to the previous network. Figure 1 This phenomenon can be modelled as a TSP because each project in the priority plan must be visited only once on the priority plan path. However, contrary to the TSP in which salesman seeks the shortest path, the longest path (with the most benefit) is preferred. Therefore, we look for the longest path on the NN. With reference to Figure 1(b) , the salesman starts from the leftmost, at each layer, one unselected project is chosen. This process is continued until all projects are selected while the total benefits are gained. The arrows are associated with attributes as proxy for 'benefits'. Arrows' attribute predicts the benefit of choosing the pointed out project by the corresponding arrow. In order to stipulate the search a similar benefit-proxy attribute for each dot (discussed in Section 3) is introduced. However, exact benefit (longest path) of each PPS is computed by carrying out the traffic assignment modules.
This concept is conducted through an iterative process. At each iteration, a solution to the TSP-like problem over the NN is sought and the NN's attributes are updated (NN training) based on the assignment results executed at the end of each iteration. The PPSs are encoded by GA's terminology as a string of genes containing the projects. The first gene's content means that the corresponding project received the first priority. A search engine inspired by the concept of AC and hybridised to GA is developed to find the appropriate PPS (solution) at each iteration step in the network.
AC is inspired by the foraging behaviour of real ants. Ants explore the area surrounding their nest in a random manner. As soon as an ant finds a source of food, it evaluates the quantity and quality of the food and carries some of this food to the nest. During the return trip, the ant deposits a pheromone trail on the ground, which gradually evaporates. Ants determine their movements by judging the pheromone density on a path and choose the one with the most pheromone. Hereby ants can find the optimal path to final destinations at the end (Dorigo et al., 1996) . To solve the TSP-like problem, each ant starts from its nest moving towards the best unvisited project where more food or benefit is expected, stochastically. The ant memorises its path and once it completes its tour (PPS), the pheromone on the walked path is updated (training). This procedure is repeated until a termination criterion is met.
The NDP problems are bi-level programming problems belonging to the category of cumbersome problems known as NP-hard problems (Reinelt, 1994) . NP-hard, in computational complexity theory, is a class of problems that are, informally, at least as hard as the hardest problems in NP. Supposed that, in NDP, n is number of candidates. The total number of possible permutations for enumeration is 2n. Meanwhile, the number of permutations in PPP (number of PPS) is ! n in which the number of traffic assignment is 2 .
n Moreover, the size of the solution space in TSP is ( 1)!/2 n − for 2, n > where n is the number of cities. The TSP is a prominent illustration of a NP-hard class of problems in computational complexity theory (Reinelt, 1994) . These comparisons summarised in Table 1 reveals the extreme difficulty of tackling the PPP problems. 
The algorithms
Large transportation projects with interdependent activities could be formulated as a TSP. However, TSPs categorised as NP-hard problems in combinatorial optimisation often are solved with simplistic and unrealistic assumptions. We suggest that having a good solution for a realistic problem is more crucial to the successful management of large transportation projects than having an exact solution to an unrealistic problem with simplistic assumptions. Let us introduce the following symbols in addition to the previously defined symbols (the symbol ': =' means 'set'):
The total travel time of the initial network (see equation (1) . n A customised function passes the nearest integer number between 1 and n to its argument
( ) PPS
The set of prioritised projects up to corresponding network of layer in the NN (or the first prioritised projects in the PPS)
The mth project in set PPS( ), i.e.,
A counter for the number of prioritised projects as the priority plan is being shaped successively through the iterations ( 1,..., ) c n =
The PPSs as solution to the TSP-like problem are latent in the NN. Inspired by AC algorithm, in an iterative process at each iteration, one PPS is specified by finding the longest path (maximum benefit) on the recently trained and updated NN. These processes are elaborated within an algorithm framework depicted in Figure 2 .
Step 0: Initialisation and preparation Let us denote the ultimate number of iteration as s and the current iteration number as s (s is a parameter). Thus:
The algorithm starts by establishing a feedforward NN consisting of n layers, n dotes in each layer, and 2 ( 1) n n + − arrows connecting the layers. The arrows and dotes are attributed with some variables called utility and inertia, respectively (sometimes we collectively call them attributes). Along the shape of the NN, these attributes predict or determine the outputs. Training means calibrating or updating these attributes in the successive iterations. Thus, the attributes are initialised in the beginning before the training starts:
1 . . 1 , ,
• : max(( ) . , 0) 1.. , φ in layer . It implies how much benefit is remained to be charged. As the algorithm looks for the maximum benefit in the very beginning of the priority plans (see Figure 1(a) ), the project's inertia refers to the probability of the corresponding project NOT being selected as the next one in the PPS. The maximum benefit is the ultimate benefit (
) .
E E Y
T T − − In other words, less inertia for projects is desirable. Therefore, the initial values of inertia are set high in the early layers (for the first layer is ( ) 1 . )
and get less gradually to the end layers not less than zero. At the end of each iteration, the NN (attributes) is trained and updated according to the last findings (traffic assignment results). Naturally, the process or the speed of learning or training in the beginning must be high for NN's learning to stabilise. To accommodate this goal, two factors are introduced: perturbation and cognitive factors, denoted by Step 1: Scenario (path) finding
As discussed earlier, the solutions to the PPP have been translated into finding the longest path over the NN. Layer by layer (from left to right in Figure 1(b) ) one unselected project with more utility and less inertia stochastically is added to the PPS:
Step
1.1: Selecting the first priority
Each scenario represents a part of the solution space. These scenarios should cover the entire solution space so that all the possible solutions (or the global optimal solution) could be evaluated. This premise is fundamental to all heuristic search algorithms. To address this concern, the selection of the first priority for up to s n ≤ regardless of any consideration for projects' competence is restricted to s φ (s is the iteration number).
Otherwise ( ), s n > based on the intrinsic benefit of the projects and the project's inertia a project is labelled as the first priority in PPS stochastically: In equation (7.1), the ultimate benefit is embedded just to set the dimension of attractiveness as benefit. To avoid mathematic degeneration dominator in equation (7.1), the inertia is added by 1. In equations (7.2)-(7.4), * A is a stochastic attraction benchmark. The project closest to the benchmark is selected as the first priority. Synergy of s τ (perturbation factor) and λ (random number) in equation (7.2) make the attraction-benchmark extremely volatile in early iterations in order to explore a wide range solution space. In equation (7.3) constraint 0 j B φ ≥ aims to avoid possible Braess paradox. In cases where the paradox persists, the algorithm proceeds by ignoring the constraint in equation (7.4).
Step 1.2: Selecting the next priorities
Similar to the procedure of specifying the first priority, the remaining priorities are selected by engaging the concept of stochastic benchmark based on the utility of the projects as follows: t linearly the process becomes free of randomness to select the next-best possible project with respect to the maximum attraction or utility. At the end of this step, a PPS is specified but still needs to be qualified in step 2.
Step 2: Non-replicated checking
The algorithm proceeds to inspect whether the created path over the NN (or PPS) has been generated in the past iterations or not. If the path is replicated, the algorithm initially tries to fix the path by detouring it at the weak joints. A weak joint refers to dotes located at the end of the longest path or projects in the end of the priority list (PPS). It starts from the end of path (layer 1) n = − and virtually uplifts the project inertia and scraps the tail of the path at that node. Afterward, it turns back to step 1.2 to complete the aborted path in which selecting the same project with uplifted inertial is highly unlikely. Nevertheless, if the path is still replicated, it proceeds backward (preceding layer) and repeats this procedure, until 1 = (first layer). If the path is still replicated despite these endeavours, the mutation operator inspired by GA is applied. The process is as follows:
• If the path is replicated then:
• Try 2.1 (Path-fixing)
• Choose two genes (two positions on the path string) as g1 and g2, where 1 2:
• Now, swap their contents (allelics):
In equation (9.1), the inertia of project ( ) p is temporarily boosted to a very large value (2 )
at which equation (9.2) discards the end tail of the current PPS string and sends it back to step 1.2 to complete the aborted string.
Mutation in GA avoids straying around the local optimums and targets wider solution space. In other words, the mutation is conducted by altering value(s) of (some) random selected gene(s). In GA, gene' value is called allelic.
The adopted mutation mechanism takes only two priority positions, most likely from the bottom of the priority list and swaps their contents. Knowing that 2. 1 λ ≈ in equation (10.1) and equation (10.2), those priority positions (g1 and g2) would be biased to n and 1,
n ⋅ yields nearest integer value to its random argument of 1 n ⋅ and 1 ( 1). n ⋅ − Thus, strong projects on top of the priority list are not likely to be affected. Meanwhile, it provides the opportunity to evaluate the entire solution space (g1 might be greater than g2). The mutation process is repeated up to a finite number (e.g., n), and if it does not succeed, the algorithm is terminated at last iteration.
At the end of this step, the algorithm moves forward to evaluate the benefits of the created PPS by carrying out the traffic assignment module as follows.
Step 3: Scenario evaluation-benefit computation According to the developed concept (shown in Figure 1(a) ), the cumulative benefit of constructing projects successively on the basis of the priority plan by running the traffic assignment module is computed. The created path is fibred (split) into its sub-paths (i.e., PPS( ) | 1 ) n = … and the benefit of each path (in terms of the users' saved travel time) is computed by running the corresponding traffic assignment module. At the end, the summation of all the sub-paths represents the overall benefit (see the area under the curve in Figure 1(a) ):
.
PPS( ) PPS( ) , T B denote the total user travel time and user saved travel time of the sub-path PPS( ), respectively. At the end of the scenario evaluation process, the assignment results are utilised to train or update the NN as follows.
Step 4: Updating the NN Two components of the NN defined on the arrows and dotes (utility and inertia, respectively), are updated as a part of the training or updating process:
• For every layer 1,..., n = and every project j φ in layer do:
• Enld If
• End For
The new result from the current iteration in the presence of the cognitive factor s η is combined with the old established rates (summed up into past iterations) to update or train the NN. s η regulates the NN's learning speed, which is high in the beginning and decelerate gradually. This helps the algorithm to achieve a convergence status. In equation (12), by moving backward on the layers from n = to 1 = and deducting the respective gained benefit PPS( ) B from the ultimate benefit ( ) ,
for the project on the corresponding PPS path of iteration s is computed (we omitted superscript s in inertia notation for simplicity). Equation (13) updates the arrows utility explicitly for the arrows on the respected path (equation (13.1)) and implicitly for the remaining arrows in the vicinity of the path (equation (13.2)). Based on the utility's definition, the expected benefit of moving on the arrow originated at layer is PPS( 1) PPS( ) , B B + − the difference of the benefits gained at layers , 1. + Equation (13.2) combines the latter calculation with the old rates of utility regulated by s η to provide the last updated rate. As in equations (12) and (13) In the earlier iterations, s η is in its upper bound ( 10) n = and dwindling to its lower bound ( 0.1). n = Weights of the nodes and utilities of the links lied on the generated path, are adjusted directly and explicitly (equations (12) and (13.1)). Afterwards, the summation of the link's utilities of the path would be close to the calculated total benefit. The weights of the connected links to the generated path are modified according to their corresponding node weights (equation (13.2).
Step 5: Ending the algorithm
Step 1.
• Stop.
Numerical example
In this section, we use the Winnipeg demonstration database presented in EMME/2 User's Manual Software Release 9.0 (1999) to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed framework and exhibit the efficacy of the procedures and algorithms. EMME/2, which stands for equilibre multimodal/multimodal equilibrium, was first developed in the late 1970s at the Center for Research on Transportation (CRT) of the University of Montreal. The network in this database consists of 154 zones, 903 nodes and 2975 links.
The total travel demand with 4420 non-zero origin-destination pairs is 56219. The total travel time of the 'no new project' scenario is 814678.12
T − = (relative gap: 0.1%). Eight new bi-directional streets with two lanes in each directions shown in Table 2 are scheduled for construction. The type and congestion function are set to 66 and 8 in the Winnipeg network model. B φ in a descending order. We can also find an exhaustive enumeration PPP solution with total gained benefits of 169,599.0 user-minutes using the following algorithm developed in Visual Basic, linked to MS-Excel (for inputting data), MS-ACCESS (for managing a database) and EMME/2 (for assigning traffic routes). Therefore, the optimum solution is 4.5% better than the intuitive solution. Moreover, there are 404 scenarios better than the intuitive solution.
Parameter calibration
The first step of the algorithm is the calibration of the model.
Number of iterations
In each iteration, the number of explicitly updated NN's parameters is ( 1), n n + − with order n. Meanwhile, the total number of NN's attributes is ( 1) ( 1); n n n n n ⋅ + − ⋅ ⋅ − in order 3 . n The proportion of the total number of parameters to the number of explicitly updatable parameters (in each iteration), is a tip to set a minimum required iteration 3 2 / 6 4 . s n n n = = = To get a reasonable and appropriate number of iterations, the algorithm ran up to 280, s = incrementally, at which the frequency of the observed optimum solution (FOS) as shown in Figure 3 (a) was observed 100%.
In this research, each run (or trial) was repeated 100 times. Figure 3(b) shows the overall benefit (decreased user travel time) over incremental number of iterations. The large number of iterations in this study is a drawback. For example, 100 trials for 280 s = lasted lasts 149 min regardless of the assignment time. At 2 times of the minimum required iterations ( 2*64 128), s = = the FOS remained at 50% and the running time lasted 48 min. In other words, at 2 times of the minimum required iterations, reaching to the exact solution is highly guaranteed (2 *50% 100%). = Therefore, the number of required iterations is defined as 
Perturbation and cognitive factors
In the Winnipeg study, we assumed the initial values of 10, 1, t t = = and 10, 0.1. n n = = For the perturbation factor in the beginning, we assumed 1 t = to have a completely volatile situation by setting 1 t = . To define the upper bound, sensitivity of the result, over various values of t (from 1 to 25) is analysed. The benefit values from the algorithm are presented in Figure 4 (a). A quadratic function is fitted to the sieved data in Figure 4 (b) to find the optimal value of .
t The zero derivative of the fitted equation gives the optimal upper bound as:
9.88. t = Figure 4 (a) A sensitivity analysis of the upper bound of the perturbation coefficient ( ); t (b) a quadratic function is fitted to the sieved data to find the optimal value of ; t (c) a sensitivity analysis of the upper bound of the NN's cognitive coefficient ( ) n and (d) a quadratic function is fitted to the Sieved data to get the optimal value of n (see online version for colours) (a) (b) Figure 4 (a) A sensitivity analysis of the upper bound of the perturbation coefficient ( ); t (b) a quadratic function is fitted to the sieved data to find the optimal value of ; t (c) a sensitivity analysis of the upper bound of the NN's cognitive coefficient ( ) n and (d) a quadratic function is fitted to the Sieved data to get the optimal value of n (see online version for colours) (continued)
Based on the initial rates shown in equation (3), we assumed a relatively small value of 0.1 n = for the cognitive factors used for the NN training during the updating (equations (12) and (13)). The 0.1 n = represents a 10% impact on the new results in the first iteration, which makes scene due to the stochastic nature of the early scenarios (see equation (6)). To define the upper bound, sensitivity of the result over various values of n (from 1 to 25) is analysed (Figure 4(c) ). A quadratic function is fitted to the sieved data in Figure 4 (b) to find the optimal value of .
12.53. n = Next, the algorithm was executed with the calibrated parameters ( 128, s = ;{ 1, 9.88}, t t τ = = ;{ 0.1, 12.53}). n n η = = The algorithm produced significant improvement. The FOS significantly increased from 50% to 69% and the expected benefit remained at 169430.07 (or 0.01% behind the optimum solution). Figure 5(a) demonstrates the variations of the successive scenarios and the trend of the algorithm to reach the optimum solution for the last trial of this run. As shown in this figure, half of the iterations are above the intuitive solution. 
Mutation
The frequency of the mutation remained at 8% in our trials, which is fairly low but not unusual (Holland, 1975) . The sharp reductions in Figure 5 (a), mostly in the final scenarios, were due to the application of the mutation operator.
NN's weights
The arrows' attributes (utilities) of the NN were assumed as the expected benefits of adding the heading project to the priority plan. 
Figure 5(b) depicts the NN's error index. The average value is fairly low (3.89%). At the beginning of training, the index is tangible and as it proceeds, regardless of some sharp increase (due to the mutation), the index depreciates. At the end of run, the mutation has little effect as the cognitive coefficient ( ) η decline (equation (13)).
Computational time
Each assignment takes around 5 s. For the proposed number of iterations ( 2*64 128), s = = the 100 trials took around 48.32 min excluding the assignment running time. By analysing the running time at span of 1 8 , n ≤ ≤ = it turns out that the running time is proportional to the number of projects with a light slope (around 0.52). In other words, the computational time is a linear and not exponential function of the problem size. In conclusion, the proposed algorithm can handle large-scale problems without difficulty.
Conclusions and future research directions
The earlier studies in transportation project evaluation simply used cost-benefit analysis to examine whether a particular infrastructure project (a road, railroad, bridge, port or airport) was likely to repay its investment related costs with some combination of savings in travel time, vehicle operating expenses and accident reductions. However, the complexities inherent in large infrastructure projects have prohibited effective application of cost-benefit analysis methods for project prioritisation. In addition, the traditional cost-benefit analysis underestimates the environmental effects of transportation projects and results in an unreliable and inaccurate prioritisation decisions (Talvite, 2000) .
We formulate large transportation projects with interdependent activities as a TSP with the ultimate goal of improving traffic flow, characterised by a reduction in the total travel time experienced by the users. However, despite tremendous progress in combinatorial optimisation, there is no efficient algorithm for solving the TSPs. In other words, the running time for any TSP algorithm increases exponentially with the number of cities and a TSP problem with only hundreds of cities will take many CPU years to solve exactly. The TSP is regarded as difficult to solve. Even if there is a way to break this problem into smaller sub-problems, the sub-problems will be at least as complex as the original problem. This is what computer scientists call NP-hard problems.
We consider the tradeoff between a good solution for a real-world problem and an exact solution for an out-of-this world problem. We proposed a heuristic method with several hybrid components. An NN was used to cope with the interdependency concerns. An algorithm with an iterative process was confined to search for the path with the most benefit or most reduction in the user-time in the NN as a solution to the TSP. The solution from each iteration step was utilised to update and train the NN and enhance its prediction. A search engine inspired by the concept of AC hybridised with GA was developed to find a suitable solution to the TSP. The hybrid heuristic method proposed in this study was applied to the real data for the city of Winnipeg in Canada to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed framework and exhibit the efficacy of the procedures and algorithms.
The proposed heuristic method in this paper can be utilised for further studies in economic planning and mathematics (especially solving an iconic problem like TSP). Orabi (2010) has shown the pressing need for optimising post-disaster reconstruction efforts of damaged transportation networks in order to simultaneously minimise reconstruction costs and network service disruption. The proposed method could be integrated into planning models for post-disaster reconstruction of damaged transportation networks. Future research directions could also include the consideration of other factors such as construction time, travel demand variation and fiscal changes as well as studying the computational hardness of this problem in computational complexity theory.
